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About This Game

Board Battlefield is a turn based strategy game that plays like a simplified version of Chess, with dice. Get the satisfaction of
the strategic play of Chess but at a much lower investment of time and effort. A single game lasts around 10 minutes. Good for

a quick strategy fix! Plus, the ability to play multiplayer with friends adds lots of replay value.

The game is played between two players(one can be A.I.) on a 9x9 square grid. The objective is to capture the 'Flag Square' of
the opponent while preventing the opponent from capturing yours. You have infantry, tanks and rocket artillery to help you

accomplish this and with further options to unlock paratroopers, strike aircraft, missile cruisers and more.

- Multi-player gameplay: Play vs your Steam friends or with opponents from around the world

- Single-player gameplay: Play vs the A.I. with customizable play styles and deployments

- Hot Seat gameplay: Play vs a friend on the same PC
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- Three basic unit types: Infantry, Tanks and Rocket Artillery

- Earn reputation and gold for every enemy you destroy and for every match you win

- Level up to unlock and deploy more options like the landmine, transport helicopter, fighter aircraft and missile cruiser

- Plant landmines to surprise enemy infantry

- Use helicopters to airdrop your forces behind enemy lines

- Call in air strikes to destroy enemies on the ground

- Deploy a missile cruiser to strike deep into enemy territory
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It's funny, you can pick locks in people's eyes with the wiriness of their hair.

You do have to save before the scene where you can die, and remember to grab the (figurative) record before it's too late
though.. Short, repetitive action game, fun for a while.. I really wanted this to be like the old game Dungeon Keeper. It isn't.
Unfortunatly it doesn't bring anything else to the game either, so this feels like a waste of money.. If anyone happens to stumble
upon this game, I am pretty certain development has been disbanded. Last update was last year. It is more than likely that it will
never leave early access but it is a cool tool none the less. So expect what you pay for as the finished product.. The soundtrack
for Guacamelee has a few really nice tracks. I can neither recommend nor not recommend it since I'm not a music expert, but I
surely enjoyed the tunes while playing, although they are nothing spectacular. If you want to get it, however, wait for a sale. It is
not worth 6 Euro to get the tunes. Unfortunately I must press a button, so I press recommend. although I'm rather neutral.

The tunes are done in a Latin American style, fitting to the game's theme. There is a broad mix of tunes, but especially one
temple tune is memorisable and could possibly become a classic. Another one also might be remembered in years The rest is
good "throwaway" music, i.e. nice tunes without being memorable.

As an appetizer, here is the possible classic, it is called "Temple of Rain" and played there:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=L_F7-w3GlY8. GOOOOOOOOOOOOD game. Moreish. Perfect physics and very
punishing.. Filled with bugs, terrible level design, enemy’s get stuck on everything even flat ground. Instead of reworking the
level so the NPC's can navigate around they filled them with invincible ghost enemy's that float about. Worst of series.. I hate
leaving bad reviews. : (

This game has several bugs that make it near unplayable. It's well crafted on most fronts but at a certain point becomes
infurating due to stiff controls, ... and a lot of other stuff others have mentioned.

Sorry dude. I really hope you can fix this up sometime and relaunch it. As it stands though, the 'cool idea' (and it IS) is lost on
game play mechanics. Better luck in the future.

. YAAAASSS!!! A YURITOPIA THAT WILL GIVE YOU CUTE FUZZY FEELS!!!

As my introduction into the VN realm, Kindred Spirits on the Roof's "calendar" format wasn't that hard to jump into. Or... at
least I didn't think it was. The pacing could be seen as a little chopping, considering that you often jump back a few days when
subplots are opened.

Otherwise, I think that this is a really cute, fluffy wlw game. I bought it on sale, so the 40+ hours or whatever I've spent on it
(not counting the extra scenes that were opened when I finished the game because I haven't gotten to those yet), is totally worth
it. Some of the couples weren't really my cup of tea\/thought were dull, so I pretty much skimmed over the dialogue of their
scenes. But overall, the story plot was decent.

Totes recommend this game. If anything, to support the Yuri game genre. We needs more lady-love in the saturated male-
centric game world.
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Way too short to be worth $10. It's a $5 game at best, and probs closer to $3. Go spend the ten dollars on a pizza instead of
buying this game.. This game is♥♥♥♥♥. This is like an expertly executed and designed flash game. Imagine a flash game but
done with a real budget and vision behind it. Now to some this might have already put you off.

This has some of the best music and visuals I've seen in any game, it's hypnotising.

If you ever played those flash games where you just experiment with an environment, or if you've played Windosill on Steam,
get this.

Downside is that it's criminally short, but for what I got out of it I feel very happy buying it at full price.. Do I like that game ?
Yes.
The dark aesthetic is really cool and the controls work fine, which is pretty crucial for a platformer.
But god damn it is soul crushing, I can totally understand the other criticisms I heard.
If you buy that game, prepare to die to a lot of bull***t.. It's a pretty good game, but you should probably make it free. Because,
I don't think anyone wants to pay $3 for only 3 levels.. Wow,it legit works.. imma sum this up in a few words - WE ARE THE
RESISTANCE. Actually really fun, if you like card games (naughty) and maybe a bit of grinding.
Obviously you need to like Hentai/Anime´s too...but this is no secret...

The ingame money shop is just for people which wanna be faster.
Everythng can be unlocked with only playing !!!
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